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ABSTRACT

1

Online services such as Facebook and Google serve as a popular
way by which users today are exposed to products, services, viewpoints, and opportunities. These services implement advertising
platforms that enable precise targeting of platform users, and they
optimize the delivery of ads to the subset of the targeted users predicted to be most receptive. Unfortunately, recent work has shown
that such delivery can—often without the advertisers’ knowledge—
show ads to biased sets of users based only on the content of the
ad. Such concerns are particularly acute for ads that contain pictures of people (e.g., job ads showing workers), as advertisers often
select images to carefully convey their goals and values (e.g., to
promote diversity in hiring). However, it remains unknown how
ad delivery algorithms react to—and make delivery decisions based
on—demographic features of people represented in such ad images.
Here, we examine how one major advertising platform (Facebook)
delivers ads that include pictures of people of varying ages, genders,
and races. We develop techniques to isolate the effect of these demographic variables, using a combination of both stock photos and
realistic synthetically-generated images of people. We find dramatic
skews in who ultimately sees ads solely based on the demographics
of the person in the ad. Ads are often delivered disproportionately
to users similar to those pictured: images of Black people are shown
more to Black users, and the age of the person pictured correlates
positively with the age of the users to whom it is shown. But, this
is not universal, and more complex effects emerge: older women
see more images of children, while images of younger women are
shown disproportionately to men aged 55 and older. These findings
bring up novel technical, legal, and policy questions and underscore
the need to better understand how platforms deliver ads today.

Advertising is now the primary way in which many internet companies fund their services, ranging from web platforms such as Google
to social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter. To make their
platforms attractive to advertisers, these companies often collect
large amounts of data to infer various characteristics and interests
of their users [33, 52, 66]. These inferences are then used to allow
advertisers to precisely specify (i.e., target) their desired audience,
and to allow the platforms to show (i.e., deliver) each ad to the
subset of targeted users predicted to be most receptive. As a result,
there has been extensive study and debate around the misuse of
adverting platform targeting options [4, 38, 45, 56, 67], as well as
more recent work demonstrating how advertising platform delivery
algorithms can steer ads towards skewed subsets of the targeted
users, based solely on the content of the ad [13, 14, 42].
But concerns around advertising are not unique to online ads.
Since well before the creation of the Internet, advertising has been a
key way in which people are informed about goods, services, viewpoints, and opportunities. Due to the ubiquity of advertising and
the impact that it can have on individuals and society at large, governments have developed rules that regulate advertising in specific
domains. For example, concerns over ways in which advertising
could—either inadvertently or intentionally—reinforce historical inequities led to a number of U.S. civil rights laws [1, 2, 5] that regulate
advertising for certain opportunities, including housing, employment, and credit. At the same time, purposefully created advertising
can be used to counter historical inequities: companies aiming to
increase the diversity of their workforce may choose to use images
of non-male-presenting individuals or people of color in their recruitment materials. Such an approach has been shown to attract
more applicants from historically underrepresented groups [18].
Due to both misuse [39] and legal settlements [3], advertising
platforms are now removing particularly problematic targeting criteria, as well as limiting advertisers’ ability to target small groups
of users (“micro-target”). For example, on Facebook, ads for jobs,
credit, and employment can no longer target users by gender, age,
or race [40]. But these actions by the platforms have a side-effect:
by removing targeting options, the power to choose which users
ultimately see the ads is further shifted towards the platforms themselves, as decided by their ad delivery algorithms. Unfortunately,
investigating these black-box systems remains a challenge.
In this paper, we examine how demographic information conveyed in ad images through the presence of diverse individuals
influences the decisions made by ad delivery algorithms. We are
concerned that the set of users who are ultimately shown the ad
(called the actual audience) may be a skewed subset of the users who
the advertiser targeted (called the target audience). As a concrete
example, imagine you wish to advertise a job online, and you can
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choose between a picture of a white or a Black person to include
in the ad image (e.g., see the ads in Figure 1). We aim to understand how this choice influences who the ad delivery algorithm will
show your ad to when everything else about the ad is held equal,
including the users whom you target.
To do so, we focus on one of the largest online platforms (Facebook); we develop novel methodologies to measure skews of the
actual audience by age, gender, and race, despite our lack of access
to platform internals and the presence of numerous sources of noise.
In brief, we became a Facebook advertiser, and ran over $2,800 of
Facebook ads to test how the Facebook’s ad delivery algorithm
responds when ads are run with pictures of people from different
demographic groups. While our results are limited to a single online
platform (we were unable to study multiple platforms, as we do not
have access to the necessary targeting and reporting tools on other
platforms), we believe our results highlight the need for careful
study of advertising platforms and delivery algorithms writ large.
Overall, our paper has the following contributions:
• We demonstrate for the first time that ad delivery algorithms can
deliver ads in a substantially different manner based only on the
demographics of the person pictured. For example, ads containing
stock images of women were delivered to an actual audience of
50% women, but this varies significantly by age: pictures of older
women and female children are delivered primarily to women
(58% and 55% women, respectively), whereas pictures of teenage
women are delivered primarily to men (43% women).
• We expand on previously-developed techniques for measuring
the racial makeup of the actual audience by using a combination
of voter records from multiple U.S. states [31, 51] and Facebook’s
Custom Audience [22] feature.
• Using real-world pictures of people risks introducing other variables into the image, which the ad delivery algorithm may use
when deciding how to deliver ads (e.g., the choice of clothing
color, facial expression, etc). We address this challenge by developing techniques to synthesize carefully-controlled images using
a deep-learning network [43], enabling us to create images of the
same “person” that hold constant such variables and vary only
by the demographics we study.
• We show that Facebook’s ad delivery algorithm responds almost
identically when using ads that feature synthetic faces, demonstrating that the algorithm is indeed making its delivery decisions
based on the demographic features and not other variables (e.g.,
choice of clothing). For example, ads containing synthetic images of adult Black people were delivered to 81% Black users on
average, while ads containing synthetic images of adult white
people were delivered to only 50% Black users on average.
• Using a regression analysis, we isolate the independent effects of
different demographic features in Facebook’s ad delivery algorithm’s decisions. We show that multiple features have a statistically significant role, including age, gender, and race.
• Finally, we demonstrate the impact that these delivery decisions
can have on “real-world” ads by running employment ads using
our synthetically-generated faces. We show that the skews in
delivery observed in our test ads persist when running “realworld” ads, albeit to a lesser (but statistically significant) degree.
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Figure 1: Two examples of job ads we ran. Despite being run at the
same time, with the same budget, and targeting the same balanced
audience, the ad on the left was delivered to 56% white users, whereas
the ad on the right was delivered to only 29% white users.

Taken together, our results both underscore the power that ad
delivery algorithms on social media platforms such as Facebook
have today, and show how systems designed with neutral-sounding
objectives (“delivering relevant ads to users”) can inadvertently
bake in unwanted bias. For ads in certain categories—notably housing, credit, and employment, which Facebook already has a separate
advertising flow for—our findings raise questions about how existing civil rights protections in the U.S. may be implicated. Moreover,
our findings call into question the approach of removing explicit
features from machine learning training [58] or limiting targeting
options from advertisers [3]; doing so increases the flexibility that
ad delivery algorithms have when choosing the actual audience, and
limits advertisers’ ability to correct for any observed skews. Overall,
our results further highlight the need for increased transparency in
the advertising ecosystem, especially given the influences that the
platforms they power have over end users’ access to information.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: § 2 provides
background on advertising platforms and advertising strategies,
and details prior work. § 3 explains our methodology for creating
and running ads, and measuring how they were delivered. We also
elaborate on how to interpret the results of our statistical analysis.
§ 4 gives an in-depth discussion of the ethical concerns that our
work brings up, and how we addressed them. § 5 describes our
experiments with stock and synthetic images and the accompanying
analysis, and § 6 describes our experiments with “real-world” ads
in protected categories. § 7 lists the limitations of our approach
and § 8 provides a concluding discussion. Appendix A discusses
an additional experiment that involved controlling for poverty,
finding similar trends to our main experiments. Finally, all ads
along with their delivery statistics can be found on the project
website: https://facebook-targeting.ccs.neu.edu/.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide background on how today’s large-scale
advertising platforms work, an overview of studies on how images
of people are used in advertising, and a survey of prior work related
to this study.
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Advertising platforms

Major advertising platforms today, including Facebook, Twitter, and
Google, are powered by ad auctions; these select which advertiser
gets to show their ad based on the outcome of a virtual auction
between advertisers. Here, we provide a brief overview to help
explain the surprising complexity in the implementation of this
process. At a high level, the functionality of major ad platforms can
be broken down two phases: ad creation and ad delivery.
Ad creation The first phase is ad creation, where the advertiser
submits their ad to the platform and makes choices about how they
wish to have it delivered. In particular, the advertiser must:
(1) Upload the ad creative, which consists of the text, image, videos,
and destination link that comprise the ad itself.
(2) Select the target audience, which is the subset of platform users
eligible to receive the ad. We provide more details below.
(3) Choose the objective and budget, which specify what the advertiser is trying to achieve and how much they are willing
to spend. Common objectives [7] on Facebook include Traffic
(meaning the advertiser wishes to drive users to click on the ad
and be directed to their website), Conversions (meaning the advertiser wishes to have users purchase their product or service),
and Awareness (meaning the advertiser just wishes to show the
ad to as many users as possible). The budget that the advertiser
chooses usually covers the entire ad run; advertisers are not
typically bidding on users individually. Instead, the advertising
platform places bids on the advertiser’s behalf in the ad auction
based on a number of factors; this process is called bid pacing
and is typically opaque to the advertiser [9].
Ad targeting To aid in identifying the target audience, the platform provides advertisers with a wealth of ways in which to target
users; here we highlight two mechanisms. First, the advertiser can
create boolean expressions over user attributes including demographics, interests, and behaviors [28, 37, 46] to specify who is
in the target audience. In this approach, the advertiser does not
know the identity of users in the audience, but instead relies on the
platforms’ inferences about the users. Second, the advertiser can provide the platform with the list of personally identifiable information
(PII), such as names, phone numbers, physical addresses, or email
addresses [10, 22, 54], thereby specifying precisely who is in the target audience. In this work, we rely on Facebook’s implementation
of this approach, called Custom Audiences. Note that it is possible
to combine the two mechanisms, refining a Custom Audience by
selecting only those users who have particular attributes.
Ad delivery The second phase is ad delivery, where the platform
makes decisions about which users see which ads. As mentioned
above, this decision is ultimately done via an auction, meaning
whenever an “ad slot” is available (i.e., a user is browsing the site),
the platform holds an auction among all of the ads where the user
in question is in the target audience. However, the amount that
each ad “bids” in this auction is dependent on a number of factors,
among which the advertiser’s budget is but one. For example, on
Facebook, the amount that the ad “bids” in the auction is referred
to as the total value, and it is calculated as [27, 36]:

Advertiser Bid × Estimated Action Rate + Ad Quality
In this equation, the Estimated Action Rate is Facebook’s estimated
probability that this particular user will help the advertiser achieve
their objective, and the Ad Quality is a measure of whether the
ad is scammy, clickbait, or contains low-quality images [27]. Importantly, the calculation of Estimated Action Rate is done via
machine learning [36], raising concerns about whether pre-existing
societal inequities and biases could inadvertently be reflected in
its estimates, thereby skewing delivery. As described below, recent
work has demonstrated that this is indeed the case for ads in certain
contexts [13, 14, 42].
Reporting Finally, ad platforms provide feedback so that advertisers can monitor how their ads are performing. Typically, these
reporting features will include information about the actual audience, including the number of impressions (how many times the ad
was shown), the reach (how many unique users the ad was shown
to), and demographic breakdowns of whom the ad was shown to
(e.g., the number of men, women, and users of unknown gender,
age distribution, or the locations where the ad was delivered). Importantly, ad platforms typically do not tell the advertisers precisely
which users were shown the ad, or which users clicked on the ad
(though advertisers can often use other approaches—such as using
first-party cookies or syncing with data brokers—to identify users
who visit their own website). In Section 3, we extend prior techniques [13, 14] to allow us to infer additional demographics of the
actual audience beyond the ones that Facebook reports.

2.2

Related work

We now provide a brief overview of work related to this paper, covering work that focuses on representation of people in advertising
and studies of real-world advertising systems.
Representation in advertising Researchers have long tracked
the representation of different demographic groups in advertising and studied the impact this representation has on both the
majority and minority groups. Historically, minority groups were
underrepresented in advertising [15, 64]. Furthermore, even their
scant portrayal has often been limited to certain roles [20] and
perpetuated race and gender stereotypes [21]. Such enforcement
of stereotypes in job ads has been shown to discourage counterstereotypical candidates from applying [19, 32]. Over the years, the
minority presence in advertising has increased and has been shown
to bring about a range of positive effects. Job advertisements that
feature more diverse individuals elicit higher interest from minority candidates [41, 53] without discouraging majority candidates
from applying [18]. Similarly, brands which increase the minority
presence in their product advertising see increased awareness and
engagement among minority customers [16]. Often, exposure to
diverse individuals in advertising and other media can have even
more tangible effects on those who see themselves represented. For
example, Good et al. showed that including counter-stereotypical
imagery in science textbooks measurably increases the performance
of female students without negatively affecting the performance
of male students [35]. Nowadays, it is common for companies to
signal that they support diversity through advertising, even if the
organizations are not well fit to retain minority employees [47].
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Legal and policy rules As a result of these studies and others, there are growing concerns around discrimination in targeted
advertising regardless of whether the skew was caused by direct human input or an algorithm [55]. In the U.S., existing regulation such
as the Fair Housing Act [2], Section 704b of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act [5], and Section 230 of the Communications Decency
Act [6] are often interpreted in tandem to tackle this issue [23].
In particular, indicating preference for race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, age, and other protected classes in housing and
employment ads could violate these laws. While the content of
ads, such as the person being pictured, may not be a clear indication of advertiser bias, when platforms are skewing the delivery of
such ads—thereby withholding them from a not-pictured group—it
could reveal a preference that has been deemed illegal in other
contexts [24].
Bias in online advertising There is a body of work that has
demonstrated how the targeting tools provided by advertising platforms can be abused for malicious purposes, such as voting manipulation [25], exclusion from housing opportunities based on
inferred ethnicity [17], or from employment opportunities based
on age [44]. Platforms have attempted to address such abuse by
limiting these targeting options in sensitive contexts, for example
by enforcing minimum target audience sizes [63], or removing targeting options that explicitly mention a protected class [26, 30].
In fact, Facebook was sued in 2018 by the National Fair Housing
Alliance, who alleged that Facebook’s targeting options enabled
violations of the Fair Housing Act [3]; as part of the settlement
of this lawsuit, Facebook created a separate ad creation flow for
housing, credit, and employment ads [40] and removed a number
of targeting options from such ads [8]. These limitations mean that
the ad delivery algorithms that determine which ads are actually
shown have more power to decide who actually sees ads.
When designing ad delivery algorithms, platforms make the
choice in a way that optimizes for both the advertiser’s stated goal
(for example maximizing clicks or conversions), as well as their own
bottom line. For example, ad delivery algorithms have been shown
to lead to gender and race skews in the delivery of ads [13, 42]
as well as price discrimination, and echo chamber effects in the
delivery of political ads [14]. The popular press also reported on
unwanted effects that originate from ad delivery optimization. For
example, when Musical.ly—now known as TikTok—was entering
the U.S. market, they ran ads featuring young women. Facebook
delivered these ads disproportionately to middle-aged men, presumably because that group had the highest engagement with such
content [62]. This optimization for engagement has also been leveraged by scammers, who rely on the delivery algorithm to identify
the users who are most likely to fall for them [61]. Such problems
can be difficult to detect and measure because the harms may affect
only relatively small fractions of disadvantaged users [12]. Nevertheless, prior work has not explored how images of people are
treated by the delivery algorithm, an important topic given the
frequent use of such images.

3

METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we aim to investigate how gender, race/ethnicity, and
age—implied through the use of images of diverse people—influence
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the delivery of ads that feature such images. To do so, we use and
extend a number of previously-proposed techniques for measuring
ad delivery, and make novel use of existing tools for generating
synthetic images of people.

3.1

Selecting images

We describe below the two sources of images during our experiments: stock photographs and synthetically-generated images.
Stock images We purchased stock images from a popular stock
photo website, Shutterstock [60], and paid for a license to use them
in advertisements. We chose the images to be a balanced set of
images across estimated ages (child, teenager, adult, middle-aged,
elderly), genders (male, female), and races (white, Black), using
Shutterstock’s search functionality to find candidate images. We
annotated the images with the corresponding demographic labels
manually. We then compared our labels with the text descriptions
provided by the owners of the pictures whenever available. For each
of the 20 possible combinations of these attributes, we selected five
Shutterstock photos of different people; thus, we purchased the
right to use 100 separate images. We provide a copy of the images,
as well as information on their cost and licensing on the project
webpage: https://facebook-targeting.ccs.neu.edu/.
Synthetic images While the stock images provide a realistic
proxy of the photos an advertiser might use to promote a real-world
product or service, they may also introduce noise into our measurements, as they vary in composition, head positions, lighting, facial
expressions, backgrounds, clothing, etc. To isolate the effect of the
demographic characteristics of interest from the spurious effects of
such noise, we need images where we can control all variables. To
do so, we use the StyleGAN [43] deep-learning-based framework
for generative image modeling. Given any 512-element input vector,
StyleGAN will produce a 1024×1024 px “headshot” of a person; see
Figure 6 for examples. Importantly, these are not images of real
people but merely an output of a deep learning system trained on
images of real people. In Section 5.4, we describe the technique we
used to identify the latent directions for the demographic characteristics we consider in this paper (age, gender, race). Modifying
the activation values of the synthesizer network along these latent
directions allows us to change one demographic attribute of a particular synthetic person at a time while holding other aspects of
the image constant.

3.2

Running ads

We now describe how we run ads on Facebook and measure the
demographics of the resulting actual audience.
Ad setup In order to measure whether Facebook’s ad delivery
algorithms are introducing skews in the actual audience along the
demographics we study, it is important that we isolate the impact
of the algorithm from other effects (e.g., the decisions of other
advertisers, the relative user activity levels, etc). To this end, we
re-use previously published approaches to running ads [13, 14, 42]
while controlling for these effects. Unless otherwise specified, when
running a set of ads, we always launch all ads at the same time,
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from the same advertising account, targeting the same audience,1
with the same budget, and with the same ad creative features other
than the image (e.g., the ad headline, text, destination link, etc). For
all experiments, we created ads through the Facebook Marketing
API, set the ads to all have the same daily budget (between $2 and
$3.50, depending on the experiment), used the objective of Traffic
(consistent with prior work [13, 14]), and ran the ads for exactly 24
hours. Thus, for a given experiment, the only difference between
the ads is which image we choose to include. Table 2 shows details
about the campaigns discussed in this paper, all campaigns were
run from an ad account created in 2019, except for the “real-world”
ads, which were run from an account created in 2007.
Balancing audiences Selecting the target audience is a part
of the ad creation; we aim to create audiences that are as closely
balanced as possible by the demographics we consider. To do so, we
build Custom Audiences based on publicly available voter records,
similar to prior work [13].2 Recall that Custom Audiences allow the
advertisers to target lists of particular individuals with identifiable
information known to the advertisers. For example, an advertiser
can create a Custom Audience from a list of names and postal
addresses, and then run advertisements that are shown to only
those Facebook users [22]. We select names and addresses from the
voter records, using them to create Custom Audiences.
We sample voter records in a stratified way such that age, gender,
and race are not correlated. For each age group: 18–24, 25–34, 35–44,
45–54, 55–64, 65+,3 we select voters such that the number of men
and women is equal, as is the number of Black and white voters,
and as are the intersections of race and gender. For example, there
are as many white men as Black women from each state. We repeat
the process in separately for each age group. Table 1 details the
size of each of these lists. Doing so ensures that an equal number
of users of each demographic are selected in our target audience,
but does not imply that the actual audience needs to be evenly
divided in the same manner: each demographic group may not
have the same percentage of voters with Facebook accounts, may
not have the same level of Facebook activity, and may not be equally
“priced” based on the targeting of other advertisers. Thus, when
analyzing our results, we only compare ads that experienced the
same running environment, looking for how two ads that differed
only by the demographics of the person in the image were delivered
by Facebook.

3.3

Measuring delivery

After we have run a given ad, we wish to measure the demographic
breakdown of the actual audience along the lines of age, gender,
and race. Measuring the first two of those is much easier than the
third.
Measuring age and gender Recall that as a Facebook advertiser,
we have access to Facebook’s marketing tools. Whenever we run
1 Other

than the region-based proxy split, where we run two copies of every ad,
targeting each of the two region splits.
2 We recognize the voter information might not always be fully accurate and current.
Nevertheless, we expect that such errors to be infrequent, and to not be heavily biased
towards a single demographic.
3 We use these age ranges as they are the same ones used by Facebook in their marketing
tools for reporting breakdowns of delivery.
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Age range
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Group size

Total

44,968
53,586
51,469
61,893
68,211
78,719

179,872
214,344
205,876
247,572
272,844
314,876

Table 1: Breakdown of the number of voters selected from each state
within each combination of race (white, Black) and gender (male,
female). The Total column represents the total size of the target
audience in each age range.

an ad, Facebook provides detailed statistics on how our ad is being
delivered, showing the number of ad impressions for users with different attributes. We are able to access this data through Facebook’s
Insights API, which gives us a breakdown of the actual audience
based on gender and age, providing us with a direct mechanism for
measuring these attributes.
Measuring race To measure the racial makeup of the actual audience, we build upon a methodology developed in prior work [13].
We first select two locations that are physically far apart (call these
locations A and B). We then create a Custom Audience from the
names and addresses in the voter records, selecting only white voters from A and Black voters from B (specifically, an equal number
of each). We also create a “reversed” copy of this Custom Audience,
with Black voters from A and white voters from B. We then run two
copies of the ad, one targeting each of these two Custom Audiences
independently. Once the ads start delivering, Facebook’s marketing
tools tell us the breakdown of where the ad is being delivered. For
the ad targeting the first Custom Audience, we know that the only
individuals we targeted in location A were white, and therefore we
can count every delivery to location A as delivery to a white person
(and conversely, every delivery in location B as delivery to a Black
person). We can make a similar, reversed, inference for the second
ad.
In this paper, we use the states of Florida and North Carolina as
our two locations. These two states both have publicly-available
voter records with self-reported race in them, and they are sufficiently far apart to minimize any error from users who travel from
one state to the other. An overview of this entire methodology for
measuring the race of the actual audience is shown in Figure 2.
Discussion There are a few aspects of this method that are not
intuitive, yet crucial to understand. First, our method does not rely
on existing racial imbalances in the locations we pick. Following our
example, location A does not have to be majority white and location
B does not have to be majority Black. We specifically select individuals within these locations whose self-reported race we know,
balancing the target audiences so they are equal regardless of the
overall community makeup. Second, in all experiments, we run two
copies of the ad in parallel to “reversed” Custom Audiences. In our
analysis, we aggregate both copies (i.e., to calculate what fraction of
delivery to white users, we add the number of deliveries to location
A in the first copy and the number of deliveries to location B in the
second copy, and divide by the total). This way, we minimize the
influence of any confounding non-race related differences between
the two locations we chose. Third, one concern is that users who are
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Florida
voter records

FL

FL_W
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NC

Ad Copy 2
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NC_W
custom
audience

FL

ignore

other

Figure 2: Flowchart detailing how we use Facebook’s Custom Audiences feature to measure how our ads are delivered along racial lines.

traveling between our two locations may be miscounted. It is not
possible for us to measure how much noise exactly this introduces
to our measurements, but we take steps to minimize it. We chose
two non-adjacent states as the locations to select voter records
from (Florida and North Carolina, requiring at least five hours car
travel). We expect that the number of individuals traveling between
the states would be small compared to the numbers of those who
stay within their state of residence. Moreover, since we run two
parallel copies with the race-state assignment reversed, error in
the measurement should be treated as noise rather than bias: any
traveling by a person of either race will affect the results in the
same way.
We note that Ali et al. [13] reported over 10% of their impressions
fell outside of their target Designated Market Areas (DMAs) [29];
with our approach that uses states rather than DMAs, that fraction
drops to less than 1%. Since this means that the fraction of users
who are traveling to all other 48 states combined represents less than
1% of the total delivery, the fraction of users who are traveling to the
specific other state is likely to be much smaller. This observation is
in line with human mobility research that shows that much of dayto-day travel is contained within smaller, meaningful areas [11].

3.4

Interpreting linear regression results

Throughout the paper we rely on linear regression to measure the
effects of implied demographics on the demographic makeup of the
actual audience. Table 4 shows the coefficients that result from the
linear regression analysis for different problems. One can interpret
the coefficients in the following fashion. The intercept is the mean
value of the target (dependent) variable when all the explanatory
(independent) variables are equal to 0. For example, in Table 4a the
intercept for the “% Black” model is 0.5697. This means that 56.97%
of the actual audience is Black when all the explanatory variables
are 0, i.e. when the person presented in the image is a white adult
male. The coefficient of each other variable describes how much
the target variable changes when that variable increases by 1 (or, in
our case, becomes true), while other variables are held constant. For
example, in Table 4a the coefficient of the variable “Black” for the “%
Black” model is 0.1812. This means that a picture of a Black person
will reach an actual audience where the fraction of Black users will

be 18.12 percentage points higher than if a person shown in the
image was the same gender and age, but white. These coefficients
are additive: to estimate the fraction of the actual audience that is
65+ years old for an image of a white elderly woman, we would
add the corresponding coefficients: intercept, female, elderly. Note
also that coefficients are marked with their statistical significance:
∗ 𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.001; a lack of symbols indicates
that the coefficient is not statistically significant.
Finally, we provide the 𝑅 2 score for each model we train. The
number is the fraction of variance in the data that can be explained
by the model. An 𝑅 2 value of 1 means that the model can perfectly
predict the target variable using the explanatory variables, while a
value of 0 means that the features offer no explanatory value.

4

ETHICS

Our methodology and experiments bring up a number of ethical
issues, and we provide more details below about how we addressed
them. Our study design has been reviewed by our organization’s
Institutional Review Board and deemed exempt (Northeastern University IRB Decision #18-11-13). Importantly, the user data we use
in the paper—voter records from Florida and North Carolina—are
public records by both states’ laws [50, 65].

4.1

Harm minimization

We carefully considered the impact and potential harm that our
experiments may have on people whose likeness we used in images,
Facebook users, Facebook content moderators, and Facebook itself.
• For people whose images we used in ads, we obtained the images
from a stock photography website, Shutterstock. We paid for
the right to use these images in advertising (as would any other
advertiser), and we only chose images of typical “headshots” (the
images themselves are provided on our project webpage).
• For Facebook users, the potential harms come primarily from
being shown our ads. We minimized any such harms by only
running ads for actual opportunities, and we made sure that the
ad content matched the linked site (i.e., we only ran “legitimate”
ads, in the sense that the destination link was a website that
was relevant to the content of the ad). We did not collect any
information about the users who clicked on our ads, as they
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#

Ads
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1
2
3
4

200
200
200
88
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Images

Date

Length

Reach

Impressions

Spend

Section

Stock
Stock
Synthetic
Synthetic, with job
background

Apr 05, 2022
Mar 30, 2022
Mar 3, 2022
May 12, 2022

24 hours
24 hours
24 hours
24 hours

24,248
34,480
27,192
18,356

36,535
80,758
44,911
22,090

$ 387.59
$ 686.87
$ 386.67
$ 216.71

§5.2
§5.3
§5.5
§6

Table 2: Overview of the ad campaigns that we present in this section. Shown are the source of each ad campaign’s images, how long it ran for,
the number of times it was shown (Impressions), and the number of unique users it was shown to (Reach).

did not visit websites under our control (e.g., our job ads linked
to pages on indeed.com, a job-hunting site). While we do use
images of children in some of our ads, we do not advertise to
children. In fact, by the virtue of using Custom Audiences of only
eligible voters (aged 18 and older), we also prevent any accidental
displaying of our ads to children due to algorithmic optimization.
• For Facebook’s content moderators, the harms come primarily
from reviewing our ads as part of their content moderation role.
We minimized such harms by not creating or running any ads
which could be seen as distressing.
• For Facebook itself, the potential harms come primarily from our
activities as an advertiser on their platform. We minimized any
infrastructure and financial burden to Facebook by only using
their official advertising APIs and collecting the delivery data
from a single vantage point without parallelizing queries. We
paid for the ads that we ran on the platform, as would any other
advertiser. Finally, for the ads we ran for protected categories
(e.g., employment), we always flagged our ads as being in these
categories as part of Facebook’s Special Ad Categories flow [40].

4.2

Notions of gender, and race

Throughout this paper we primarily examine three demographic
axes: age, gender, and race. The latter two of these require careful
consideration. For race, we use voter records from Florida and
North Carolina as our ground truth; in both of these states, voters
self-report their race when they register to vote. Both of these
states limit [31, 51] the available race options to those used by the
U.S. Census.4 As such, our analysis inherits biases present in this
data collection, both from voters who may not wish to self-report
their race, and from voters for whom the available race options do
not accurately capture their view of their race. Both North Carolina
and Florida allow only self-reported gender options of Male, Female,
and Unknown. Similarly, Facebook only reports gender as Male,
Female, and Other. Thus, we inherit any biases affecting voters and
Facebook users whose gender identity is not accurately represented
among these options.
Furthermore, we refer to demographic information hinted at in
the synthetic pictures as “implied” demographics. We make this distinction to avoid conflating self-reported demographic information
of real individuals with stereotype-driven pixel perturbations. We
construct these images such that a machine learning library classifies their gender or race according to our hints, but do not make any
4 Available

options are: American Indian or Alaskan Native; Asian Or Pacific Islander;
Black, Not Hispanic; Hispanic; White, Not Hispanic; Other; Multi-racial; and Unknown.

statements pertaining to the accuracy of Deepface’s demographic
inferences.

5

RESULTS

We now detail the experiments we performed and their results. We
begin by providing an overview of our results (§ 5.1), and then
describing our experiments with stock photos (§ 5.2 and § 5.3),
followed by our approach to generating synthetic images (§ 5.4),
and our results with the synthetic images (§ 5.5). Finally, we describe
results from “real-world” ads in protected categories (§ 6).

5.1

Experiments overview

Throughout this section, we run a number of experiments to explore
how Facebook’s ad delivery algorithm reacts to ads with images of
people from different demographics. In each experiment, we run a
number of ads (called a campaign) with images of different people;
unless otherwise noted, all other aspects of the ads in a given run
are the same. To help provide a quick reference throughout this
section, Table 2 provides an overview of all of the campaigns we
ran and in which section the results are discussed.

5.2

Stock images

Recall from Section 3.1 that we selected 100 images from Shutterstock, balanced across age ranges (five age “buckets”), gender (male,
female), and race (white, Black).
Ad campaign overview We first investigate the delivery of
stock photos, using the methodology described in Section 3.2 to
gather delivery data for race in addition to the data on age and
gender delivery Facebook automatically provides. In each ad we
use a different stock photo as the ad image, unedited except for
cropping the image into a square around the person’s face. We adapt
the ad text from a real ad that our university had previously used for
one of its professional Masters programs. We replace any mentions
of the university in the ad text but keep the phrasing, call to action,
and destination link (to a real website for a project management
career guide published by the university). This ensures that any
interested viewers of our ad will be able to access the advertised
content the same as with any other ad, and will not be misled by
the content.
We ran 200 versions of this ad at the same time, all from the same
account and with the same budget; this is referred to as Campaign
1 in Table 2. Specifically, for each of the 100 images, we ran one
copy targeting an audience of white users from Florida and Black
users from North Carolina, and another copy targeting the reverse
audience. A total of 306 impressions (0.8%) occurred outside of
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Figure 3: Delivery statistics of ads featuring stock images. A) ads with Black people are delivered more to Black users compared to ads showing
white people. B, D) Images of older people of both races and genders tend to be delivered more to older users. C) Images of children are shown
more to women; images of teenage and adult women are shown more to men.

Florida and North Carolina (presumably these occurred due to
Facebook users who were traveling or had moved out of these
states); we disregarded these impressions in the resulting analysis.
Aggregate results
We begin our analysis by providing an
overview for how these ads were delivered. Table 3 provides a
high-level overview of how these 200 ads were delivered, aggregating ads with images with different implied identities in different
rows, and showing the breakdown of the users to whom the ad was
shown along the columns. We make a number of observations.
First, focusing on the first column of results, we observe that
images of Black people are delivered more to Black Facebook users
(73.8%) when compared to images of white people (56.3%). Similarly,
images of teenagers are also delivered less frequently to Black
users (61.4%) when compared to other images of other age groups
(between 65.1% and 66.4%). Recall that the only difference between
our ads is the choice of image, meaning these differences in delivery

Implied
identity

Demographics of actual audience
% Black
% Female % Age 45+

Race
Black
White

73.8%
56.3%

53.0%
50.8%

78.9%
72.2%

Gender
Male
Female

65.4%
64.1%

53.2%
50.5%

72.4%
78.6%

Age
Child
Teen
Adult
Middle-age
Elderly

65.1%
61.4%
65.1%
66.4%
65.8%

59.4%
48.2%
50.5%
50.2%
52.4%

72.5%
75.6%
70.5%
78.2%
80.5%

Table 3: Delivery breakdowns of stock image experiments when
targeting all ages and optimized for Traffic. Implied identity of the
person in the ad image affects who the ad is shown to.

are due to the delivery algorithm rather than any targeting choices.5
Second, focusing on the second column of results, we observe that
images of children are delivered more to women (59.4%) than images
of other age groups (between 48.2% and 52.4%). Third, while images
of children, teenagers, and adults are delivered to between 70.5% and
75.6% older Facebook users, this percentage increases for images of
middle-aged or elderly people (78.2% and 80.5%, respectively).
Detailed results The aggregate results presented in Table 3
could obscure trends that exist for intersectional groups (e.g., images of female children being treated differently that those of male
children). To explore these in more depth, Figure 3 presents a detailed breakdown of how each individual ad image was delivered.
For each graph, the 𝑥-axis varies the age of the person in the image,
with the two colors represent images of different genders or races;
the 𝑦-axis shows the demographics of the actual audience. Each
individual ad image is represented by a tick mark, and the average
across all images with the same demographic is shown by a line.
Focusing on graph Figure 3A, we can immediately see that the
aggregate difference between images of Black people (green arrows
pointing right) and white people (red arrows pointing left) in delivery to Black Facebook users persists across images of people of
all ages. In fact, the delivery can almost be cleanly separated, with
almost all images of white people being delivered more to white
Facebook users than almost all images of Black people.
However, the trends are more complex for other demographics.
Consider the graph in Figure 3C, which shows how images of men
(blue exes) and women (orange crosses) are delivered to Facebook
users of different genders. We first observe that for both genders,
images of children are delivered more to female Facebook users.
After this, the two lines change behavior. For images of women,
images of teenage women are delivered much more to men (56.6%)
than any other female age group; in fact, as the age of pictured
5 Additionally, note that we do not necessarily expect a 50%/50% delivery to white/Black

users, as Facebook users in different demographics may exhibit different levels of online
activity and may be targeted differently by other advertisers (making their relative
costs different). Instead, we focus on comparisons between ads run within the same
experiment, as all such ads experienced any such effects equally.
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women increases, they are delivered increasingly more to women.
This is in line with the press reports about images of teenage women
delivered predominantly to men [62]. For images of men, there is
a trend where as the age of the pictured man increases, the more
likely it is to be delivered to men.
Finally, in Figure 3B and Figure 3D, we show the average age of
the Facebook users to whom the ad was delivered, based on the race
(Figure 3B) and gender (Figure 3D) of the person in the image. We
observe an overall increasing trend that images of older people are
shown to older Facebook users, with one notable exception: images
of adult men, which are disproportionately delivered to younger
users (e.g., only 64.6% of images of adult men are delivered to users
45 and older, compared to 76.5% of images of adult women).

6 Given 𝑁 possible values of categorical features, dummy encoding uses 𝑁 − 1 binary
variables while one-hot encoding uses 𝑁 binary variables. For the purposes of regression analysis dummy encoding is sufficient and the “missing” variable is assumed true
when all others are false.

Fraction of men
aged 55+ in the audience

0.5

Fraction of women
aged 55+ in the audience

Regression The results discussed above reveal multiple, intersecting trends, and bring up questions about the role that each
demographic feature plays independently. To separate the effects of
different demographics in the images—and obtain a measure of statistical significance—we employ linear regression analysis. In brief,
a linear regression is a way of modeling how multiple explanatory
features (the demographics of the people in our ad images) can be
combined in a linear fashion to explain the variance in a target
variable (the gender, race, or age makeup of the actual audience).
The output of a linear regression provides estimated coefficients
for each explanatory feature along with a measure of the statistical
significant of that coefficient.
To set up our regression, we represented the demographic information (gender, race, and age) in each ad image as dummy variables6
and used these binary values as features into the linear regression
model. We create three different models with the same features
(independent variables) but different target (dependent variable):
fraction users in the actual audience that are Black (% Black), %
Female, and % Age 65+.
The results of our regression are shown in Table 4a, and we
make a number of observations. The 𝑅 2 (R-squared) value, shown
in the last row, indicates how much of the variance in the target
can be explained with the explanatory features. We see that the
% Black delivery model explains 62.2% of the variance, while the
corresponding models for % Female and % Age 65+ explain 26.2%
and 46.4% of the variance, respectively. This indicates that that
the demographic information contained within the image indeed
does explain a large portion of the differences in the demographic
makeup of the audiences of different ads.
Moreover, closely examining the coefficients of the resulting
models (middle seven rows), we see that different features are statistically significant in different models. For delivery to Black Facebook users, we observe that the only significant feature is whether
or not the image is of a Black person. For delivery to female Facebook users, we observe that the only significant effect is whether
or not it is an image of a child. Finally, for delivery to elderly users,
we observe that three variables are statistically significant: in decreasing order, whether it is an image of an elderly or middle-aged
person, or whether it is an image of a woman.

dem. implied: male

0.5

dem. implied: female

A

0.4
0.3
0.2

B

0.4
0.3
0.2
child

teen
adult
middle-age
Age implied in image

old

Figure 4: A) Older men receive many more ads depicting younger
women than those showing younger men. B) The effect on older
women is weaker and does not extend to images of adult/older men.

Contrary to our expectations, images of women are not delivered
more to female users, as shown by a non-significant coefficient of
the feature Female in the % Female model. As we show in Figure 4A,
this effect can partially be attributed to the fact that men above
the age of 55 receive a disproportionate number of ads depicting
younger women.

5.3

Additional testing

One observation from the previous experiment is that, across the
board, our ads were shown disproportionately to older Facebook
users (e.g., over 70% of all ads were delivered to users ages 45 and
over, as shown in Table 3; despite only 58% of our target audience
being from this group, as shown in Table 1). Thus, we wanted to
explore whether the same trends held if we prevented Facebook
from delivering to such users. To do so, we utilize a feature on
Facebook’s advertising platform that allows us to limit the age of
users in our target audience. We re-ran the previous experiment
consisting of 200 ads, but limited the age of the our target audience
to be 45 or younger; this is referred to as Campaign 2 in Table 2.7
We performed a similar regression analysis on the results of
these ads as before, with the only change being the third target
variable changed from % Age 65+ to % Age 35+ (since we artificially
capped the maximum age of the actual audience to be 45, the oldest
age group is now those aged 35-45 instead of those 65 and older).
The results of this regression are presented in Table 4b. Overall,
we observe very similar delivery characteristics to the experiment
that included to all ages, suggesting that our results are not an
artifact of the makeup of our target audience, nor due solely to the
large fraction of delivery to older users. Notably, the results for this
experiment are in many cases stronger than our previous result: the
model where the target variable is % Black has a slightly higher 𝑅 2 ,
7 Due to delays in getting these ads through the ad review process, they were launched
with a somewhat higher per-ad budget ($3.50) compared to the previous ads ($2.00).
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a) Stock Images
% Female % Age 65+

Intercept
0.5697∗∗∗ 0.5030∗∗∗
Black
0.1812∗∗∗ 0.0258
Female
−0.0278
−0.0258
Child
0.0281
0.0924∗∗∗
Teen
−0.0315
−0.0205
Middle-aged
0.0217
−0.0020
Elderly
0.0077
0.0235
𝑅2
0.622
0.262
∗ 𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.001

0.3286∗∗∗
0.0028
0.0359∗∗
0.0328
0.0224
0.0508∗∗
0.1180∗∗∗
0.464

b) Stock Images (younger users)
% Black % Female % Age 35+

c) StyleGAN Images
% Black % Female % Age 35+

0.5520∗∗∗ 0.4386∗∗∗
0.2534∗∗∗ 0.0185
−0.0146
0.0780∗∗
0.0829
0.1328∗∗∗
0.0094
−0.0301
0.0259
−0.0155
0.0511
−0.0274
0.638
0.314

0.5480∗∗∗ 0.3714∗∗∗
0.2344∗∗∗ 0.0212
−0.0044
0.1377∗∗∗
0.0260
0.1643∗∗∗
−0.0098
0.0362
0.0136
−0.0102
0.0480
0.0111
0.606
0.496

0.4433∗∗∗
0.0343∗∗
0.0362∗∗
−0.0888∗∗∗
−0.0240
0.0459∗
−0.0044
0.467

0.4733∗∗∗
0.0169
0.0134
−0.0917∗∗∗
−0.0644∗∗
−0.0076
−0.0402
0.225

Table 4: Linear regression results for stock photos to Facebook users of all ages. Shown are three separate models (columns), each with different
target variables. Images of Black people are statistically shown to increase delivery to Black people, while images of children increase delivery
to women, and images of older people and women increase delivery to the elderly.

and a much larger coefficient for images of Black people. Further, we
note that when we limit the maximum age of the targeted audience,
women do receive more ads that feature women.

5.4

Generating synthetic images

Following these two experiments, our next goal was to separate
out any possible effects from image composition, background, or
lighting that could be contributing to the differences in delivery we
observed. In other words, we wish to demonstrate that it is indeed
the features of the person pictured that is leading to the delivery
differences we see, rather than other features of the image that
Facebook’s ad delivery algorithm may be picking up on. To do
so, we leverage the StyleGAN 2 [34] deep learning-based image
generation tool.
However, we are faced with a challenge: we wish to generate
images of a synthetic person where we can manipulate their age,
gender, and race while holding all other features of the image constant. To do so, we need to determine how the different demographic
characteristics are represented in the neural network. We follow
and extend the steps laid out by Nikitko [49].
Generating and classifying face images We first generated
50,000 random face images by providing StyleGAN 2 with 50,000
input vectors each with 512 random values. When applied to StyleGAN 2, each input vector activated neurons of the network in the
processes referred to as mapping. We saved the activation values
for each neuron in each layer of the network and represented them
reshaped as a one dimensional vector. The network has 18 layers
of 512 neurons each, so the resulting one dimensional vector has
18 × 512 = 9,126 values. We also synthesized and saved the actual
face image.
We then used the Deepface [59] library to obtain the machine
estimation of the gender, race, and age of the “person” in the image.8
The library supports binary gender labels (male, female) and a
number of race/ethnicity labels (White, Latino Hispanic, Middle
Eastern, Black, Asian, Indian). Gender or race are constructs that
cannot be read from an image of a person’s face, let alone an image
of a person “that” does not exist. However, for this paper we want to
8 Note that the Deepface library was developed by Facebook but we do not know
whether it is used internally for the purposes of distinguishing human features.

imply demographics to another machine learning algorithm, rather
than make claims about any person’s gender or race.
Finding the latent directions We now have two items of interest for each face image: the 9,126-length activation vector and
the demographic labels (male, female, white, etc). The question we
want to answer is: Given a face image, how can we perturb the
vector so that it has more or less of a given demographic feature?
In other words, if I have an image of a young person, how can I
modify the activations to make the person appear older without
changing their other characteristics?
To do so, we calculate the latent directions in the activation
space that correspond to each demographic of interest. We determine these directions by performing logistic regressions with node
activation levels as independent variables and the predicted characteristics as dependent variables. The fitted coefficients of the
regression model are precisely the vector in the activation space
that represents the direction of change.
In more detail, we create a single logistic regression model for
gender with female as target. Further, we create a separate logistic
regression model for each race/ethnicity as target and white as a
distractor. Finally, we create a linear regression model with age as
the target.
Once the latent directions are established, they can be used to
move through the latent space and create images which differ by
the requested feature, while minimizing changes to the background,
clothing, and face position. To see an example of the images that
this technique produces, see Figure 6. It is important to note that
this approach is subject to all biases that arise from the combination
of biases in self-presentation, training data, latent space allocation,
and classification biases of Deepface. For example, changing the
“gender” of a picture from male to female also tends to introduce a
more pronounced smile.

5.5

Synthetic image results

We now explore how ads containing these StyleGAN 2 images are
delivered. We first select five source face images, and then use the
technique we just described to generate 20 images of the same
“person”, varying their age, gender, and race in the same groupings
that we used when selecting our stock images. As before, we end
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Figure 5: Delivery statistics of ads featuring StyleGAN images, revealing similar trends to those with stock images in Figure 3.

up with 100 total images, with five images in each combination of
demographics.
We then run the same ads as we did in the previous experiments
using these images, targeting the same age-limited audience (44
and under); this is referred to as Campaign 3 in Table 2. We collected and analyzed the results in the same manner as the previous
experiments.
Figure 5 presents a detailed look at how these images were delivered. We can immediately observe that most of the trends that we
observed on the stock photos persist when we use our synthetically
generated faces: in panel A, images of Black faces are delivered
significantly more to Black users; in panel B, images of older faces
tend to be delivered to older Facebook users; and in panel C, images of female and male faces of different ages are delivered very
differently, most notably with images of young women be delivered
disproportionately to men.

As a final point of analysis, Table 4c presents the results of a
linear regression on these results. When compared to the previous
regression for stock photos in Table 4b, we first observe that the
𝑅 2 and coefficients for the % Black model match the stock photo
experiments extremely closely. This further cements our result that
images of Black faces are indeed delivered more to Black users,
everything else held equal. When focusing on the % Female model,
we first note that the the 𝑅 2 is higher (0.496) than with the stock
photos (0.314); while we do not know the source of this improvement in explainability for the stock photos, we hypothesize that
it may be due to the biases present in Deepface that were carried
over into our latent dimensions. Regardless, we observe that that
the two independent variables that were statistically significant in
the stock photo experiment continue to be significant here. Finally,
focusing on the % Age 35+ model, we see the opposite trend, with
the explainability going down relative to the previous experiment.
Note that we do not provide a statistical measure on the similarity of the models resulting from stock and synthetic images. The
experiments were run at different times and thus were subject to
different extraneous conditions. We present the two models sideby-side to show that the effects persists, but comparing the exact
effect sizes is not appropriate.

6

REAL-WORLD ADS

As a final point of analysis, we explore the extent to which the
skews induced by the ad delivery algorithm that we observed in
the prior section impact “real” ads. Because “real” ads often have
other features in the image beyond just an image of a face, we want
to see whether these skews persist when such other features are
present. Additionally, we want to explore whether these skews are
present in ads for protected categories, including housing, credit,
and employment.

Figure 6: Images of faces generated using StyleGAN 2 by sweeping
through the latent directions of gender, race, and age.

Ad setup Previous work showed that, based on the image and
the linked website, Facebook steers employment ads towards users
whose demographics correlate with the distribution of workers in
the market [13]. For example, Ali et al. [13] found that ads for jobs
in the lumber industry were delivered disproportionately to white
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Figure 7: Delivery of ads featuring synthetic faces in various employment ads. Large differences along gender and race lines stem from
differences in advertised industries. A) A majority of ads follow a
congruent race skew, where images of Black people are more likely
to be delivered to Black users. B) We do not see a similar skew for
gender.

men. However, their results were inconclusive as to whether the
demographics of the person in the ad image could further influence
the delivery.
To test this, we obtain stock images—not containing an image
of a person—related to the 11 job categories as in Ali et. al [13]: AI
engineer, doctor, janitor, lawyer, lumber (logger), nurse, preschool
teacher, restaurant server, secretary, supermarket clerk, and taxi
driver. We super-impose on top of these images the faces generated
using StyleGAN 2 in previous experiments, focusing on the adult
age images. The experiments we run use only the final images that
combine the stock background with a generated face. We advertise
each job in four configurations, implying intersection of male and
female, white and Black identities. As in previous experiments,
we run the ads to a target audience split across Florida and North
Carolina, and measure gender and race skew using the marketing
API. We provide destination links for each ad as the relevant page
on indeed.com, a popular job-hunting website (meaning any user
who clicked on our ad would indeed be presented with a page of
relevant potential jobs). This is referred to as Campaign 4 in Table 2.
Results Figure 7 shows the results of this experiment. Each tick
mark represents a pair of ads for the same job but with different
identities implied in the image. The 𝑥-axis of the left (right) graph
is the fraction of delivery to Black (female) users when the image
is of a Black (female) person, and the 𝑦-axis of the left (right) graph
is the fraction of deliver to Black (female) users when the when the
image is of a white (male) person. If the demographics of the face
in the image did not affect delivery, we would expect that all ads
would lie along the dotted 𝑥 = 𝑦 line. However, tick marks below
the dotted line shows skew in the congruent direction (e.g., images
of Black people in employment ads are more likely to be delivered
to Black Facebook users, and vice versa), and tick marks above the
dotted line show the opposite.
We make a number of observations. First, we see that, consistent
with prior work [13], the ads in different industries show clear
differences in delivery along racial and gender lines. For example,

ads in the janitorial industry are delivered disproportionately to
Black women. Second, we see evidence in Figure 7A that ads show a
congruent skew along racial lines. As an example, for jobs in lumber
industry delivered to an actual audience that was 55% self-reported
Black when the face was of a Black man; the same ad but with the
image of a white man delivered to an actual audience that was only
28% Black. We observe that the vast majority of the employment
ads delivered with a congruent race skew, though the amount of
skew varies by job. Third, we do not see as much evidence of the
same systematic skews in Figure 7B along gender lines, as the ads
are distributed roughly evenly across the 𝑥 = 𝑦 line.
Regression Following this informal analysis, we quantify the
findings using a series of mixed-effects linear regression models in
Table 5. We begin by setting the fraction of the actual audience that
is self-reported as Black as the dependent variable and the binary
indicator of implied race identity as the independent variable (True
for Black, False for white). We build three models: (𝐼 ) using only
the ads that imply a male gender, (𝐼𝐼 ) using only the ads that imply
female, and finally (𝐼𝐼𝐼 ) by using all the ads. For each, we group the
ads by job type to fit separate intercepts (hence the use of a mixedeffects model). The coefficient of the independent variable quantifies
the skew, with a positive coefficient indicating a congruent skew.
For example, model (𝐼 ) shows that a job ad with a picture of a
Black woman was delivered to an actual audience whose fraction
of Black users was 14.1 percentage point higher than if that same
job was advertised with a picture of a a white woman. The effect is
significant, yet of lower magnitude, when male gender is implied
(model (𝐼𝐼 )). Models (𝐼𝑉 )-(𝑉 𝐼 ) show no statistically significant
effects on gender skews, confirming the intuitive findings from
Figure 7B.
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LIMITATIONS

It is important to recognize that while we have uncovered aspects
of how perceived demographics affect ad delivery in our experimental campaigns, broad conclusions cannot be made about how
this impacts more complex ads, or whether the effects exist (or if
so, how large they are) on other platforms. Examples of such ads
can be those that include images with a diverse group of faces,
races not covered by this study, images of people whose gender
presentation does not conform to stereotypes, photos containing
other background details, or ads linking to complex content. All of
these aspects and others may skew delivery in conjunction with of
the perceived identity of the person pictured, leading to potentially
different results. Still, the ads we ran were intended to mimic realworld ads, and the skews we observed were clear enough to strongly
suggest that similar effects are present for ads run by real-world
advertisers. We leave a full exploration of how the demographics of
users in ads interact with ads containing a variety of other content,
as well as an exploration of the extent to which these effects are
present on other ad platforms, to future work.
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DISCUSSION

The advertising industry has long been perfecting its ability to reach
the “right” audience, from ads placed in newspapers read by select
demographics and TV ads played at strategically chosen times, to
targeting users based on interests inferred from online activity.
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Dep. variable: Fraction female
(𝐼𝑉 )
(𝑉 )
(𝑉 𝐼 )
Implied: Black Implied: white overall
,

Dep. variable: Fraction Black
(𝐼 )
(𝐼𝐼 )
(𝐼𝐼𝐼 )
Implied: female Implied: male overall
,
Intercept
Implied: Black
Implied: female

0.544∗∗∗
0.141∗∗∗
-

Adj. 𝑅 2
0.446
∗ 𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.001

0.570∗∗∗
0.070∗
-

0.557∗∗∗
0.105∗∗∗
-

0.117

0.288

0.480∗∗∗
0.023
−0.035

0.489∗∗∗
−0.020
−0.042

0.484∗∗∗
0.002
−0.024

Table 5: Results of mixed-effects regression for modeling the fraction of the actual audience that self-identifies as Black and the fraction of
the actual audience that self-identifies as female. We see statistically significant positive coefficients for implied Black images, supporting a
congruent race skew, and no significant gender effects.

Due to the growing concerns about potentially harmful effects
of micro-targeting, online platforms are now removing the most
problematic targeting options. However, this does not necessarily
mean that ads can no longer be delivered to a very specific group
of individuals. Instead, that role is increasingly taken over by the
ad delivery algorithms of online advertising platforms. Previous
research has shown that delivery optimization can lead to societally
negative outcomes such as gender and race skews in employment
and housing ads [13] or price discrimination in other contexts [14].
In this work, we focused on the role that demographic information contained within an ad image plays in optimizing the ad
delivery. We designed a series of experiments that involved using
both stock and synthesized pictures of faces that implied various
demographic attributes to measure the demographic makeup of
actual audiences that Facebook chose to deliver the ads to. We
demonstrated that ads which are identical except for a demographic
attribute implied in their images are delivered to vastly different
actual audiences. Most notably, images of Black individuals are delivered more to Black users; images of children are delivered more
to women; and images of younger women are shown disproportionately to older men.
In certain contexts, skewing the delivery of ads towards the individuals whose demographics are represented in the images can
work towards overcoming historical inequities. For example, employers seeking to diversify their workforce cannot explicitly target
the under-represented demographics. Instead, they may choose to
use imagery that suggests who their desired audience may be. We
show that, while the kind of job advertised has a major influence on
the demographics of the actual audience, implying demographic attributes in the image can still skew the delivery optimization output
in the desired direction. The flip-side, however, is that defaulting
to pictures of white men may be even more problematic than previously thought. Previous research shows that minority individuals
are less responsive to such ads; our current work shows that they
are also less likely to even be exposed to such ads in the first place.
Importantly, a consumer of traditional media can choose to see ads
that they are not normally exposed to by buying a newspaper or
watching a TV program targeted at a different demographic. In the
online services we study, users do not have an easy way of finding
out what ads they do not see.
We also observe that delivery of ads involving certain demographics can skew towards entirely different groups. For example,

in our experiments pictures of children are predominantly shown
to women. Skewing the delivery this way reflects that, historically,
women were more likely to engage with such ads than men, but it
also reinforces the stereotype of women as caretakers. Notably, images of children are often used in ads that appear “relevant” as they
elicit engagement, but in fact exploit and exacerbate health-related
anxieties [48]. Further, in our experiments ads with images representing younger women were predominantly shown to older men.
Even if that effect accurately represents population-level interests
of older men it might be counter to the advertiser’s intention and it
raises further ethical questions about the limits of optimization. In
summary, our findings contribute to the discussion on the interplay
between an advertiser’s targeting choices and the platform’s ad
delivery algorithms. We do not speculate about how the effects we
observe would be treated under existing anti-discrimination laws,
as they can both contribute to and detract from societally-desired
outcomes. Nevertheless, our work can bring more in-depth understanding of the delivery algorithms to researchers, advertisers, and
society at large so they can make informed decisions about the
measurement, design, and consumption of ads.
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A

CONTROLLING FOR ECONOMIC
CONFOUNDERS

One concern about our results may be that the effects we describe
are not solely due to the race implied in an ad, and that they could
potentially be explained by economic factors instead. We first note
that there are, indeed, significant population-level economic differences between white and Black people in the U.S, rooted in
historical and current systemic racism [57]. Through a legally enforced practice of redlining, Black Americans were forced to live in
less attractive areas and barred from obtaining mortgages and, as a
result, did not have the same opportunities to accumulate wealth
through home ownership. Despite the introduction of the Fair Housing Act of 1968, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974, and the
Community Reinvestment Act of 1977, Black Americans continue
facing discrimination even in legally protected areas. Because of
the resulting inequality, even if a phenomenon is “color-blind” and
based on economic status, it might affect people of different races
in a disparate way.
Regardless, we attempted to construct an experiment in which
we (partially) control for the economic status to better tease out
the racial effect in ad delivery. We do not have information on
the individual level economic status. Instead, for each individual
we use poverty rate of the ZIP code of their residence as a proxy.
In the audiences we targeted originally, half of the white people
we targeted lived in ZIP code with poverty at 12% or below, and
half of the Black people lived in ZIP codes with poverty at 16% or
below, and the difference between mean ZIP code-level poverty was
statistically significant. We then subsampled the audiences such
that there was an identical distribution of ZIP code-level poverty
between all the intersectional race × gender × state groups. The
new audience had 1,730,212 individuals from each state, down from
2,870,772, and maintained the intersectional stratification of gender,
race, and age described in the paper. We ran our suite of 100 stock
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images for North Carolina Black voters/Florida white voters as the
first campaign and North Carolina white voters/Florida Black voters
as the second campaign, in the same process as prior experiments.
However, Facebook rejected over 95% of the ads, and after repealing
their decision still rejected 44 of the ads from either campaign. This
is despite all 100 of these ads being run previously and there being
no differences between different ads other than their images; in
fact, many of the images rejected in one campaign ran at the same
time in another. While we do not know the reason our ads were
rejected, due to time constraints we proceeded with the analysis. We
removed all 44 advertisements rejected from either campaign from
both campaigns, and further subsampled the ads so that the age and
gender of the ads were not correlated with race. This left us with
a total of 24 ads from each campaign. Our results for the povertycontrolled experiment exhibited similar trends to the results we
found in the main experiments; whether the image is of a Black
person is statistically significant in predicting the delivery to Black
users, see Table A1.
It is important to note that this experiment cannot be directly
compared to our previous experiment which was not povertycontrolled. The two experiments were run at different times and
Facebook rejected 44 ads in the poverty-controlled experiment
which were all accepted previously, resulting in a smaller sample
of ads for analysis. Our results here suggest similar trends even
when controlling for poverty level, but due to the constraints mentioned, we cannot decide conclusively to what degree controlling
for poverty explains our trends. Nonetheless, we find that due to
the relationship between poverty and race in the United States our
findings hold merit and strongly suggest a relationship between
the race of the person in an ad and the delivery statistics of that ad.
% Black
Intercept
Black
Female
Teen
Middle-aged
Elderly

0.6171∗∗∗
0.0849∗∗
0.0186
0.0111
0.0388
0.0066

𝑅2

0.392

∗𝑝

< 0.05; ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.001
Table A1: Linear regression results for stock photos delivered to
Facebook users while controling for economic differences between
intersections of gender and race.

